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ABSTRACT 

Pre-existing commercial music is widely used to accom-

pany moving images in films, TV commercials and com-

puter games. This process is known as music synchronisa-

tion. Professionals are employed by rights holders and  

film makers to perform creative music searches on large 

catalogues to find appropriate pieces of music for syn-

chronisation. This paper discusses a Discourse Analysis 

of thirty interview texts related to the process. Coded ex-

amples are presented and discussed. Four interpretive re-

pertoires are identified: the Musical Repertoire, the 

Soundtrack Repertoire, the Business Repertoire and the 

Cultural Repertoire. These ways of talking about music 

are adopted by all of the community regardless of their 

interest as Music Owner or Music User. 

Music is shown to have multi-variate and sometimes 

conflicting meanings within this community which are 

dynamic and negotiated. This is related to a theoretical 

feedback model of communication and meaning making 

which proposes that Owners and Users employ their own 

and shared ways of talking and thinking about music and 

its context to determine musical meaning. The value to 

the music information retrieval community is to inform 

system design from a user information needs perspective. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The record and music publishing industries and artists and 

writers benefit financially from secondary exploitation of 

their copyrights when they are used in films, TV shows, 

advertising and computer games. This process is known 

as music synchronisation, or „sync‟. The professional mu-

sic Users employ specialists to search large catalogues for 

pre-existing commercial music in conjunction with the 

Owners‟ in-house specialists. Often these creative music 

searches are based on an ever-changing written query, or 

„brief‟, which is sometimes accompanied by a moving 

visual clip or still images. [1] 

The major Owners have attempted to disintermediate 

this process somewhat by developing and maintaining 

web-based applications which search their catalogues. 

These mainly use controlled vocabularies to explore data-

bases of textual metadata linked to the relevant audio 

files. As would be expected, the metadata fields used in 

these applications include bibliographic information such 

as Artist, Title, Year and Chart position. Additionally 

they recognize the need for the Users to search for un-

known items, and include more descriptive domain-based 

fields such as Mood, Genre, Tempo and Subject. Catalo-

guing is done by hand [2]. 

This paper presents a Discourse Analysis of thirty face-

to-face interviews with professionals involved in sync in 

the UK. These semi-structured interviews have taken 

place over a period of two years as part of a wider inves-

tigation into the communication processes and informa-

tion needs of this group of under-researched creative mu-

sic searchers. The aim of the paper is to present an analy-

sis of these texts which identifies the various interpretive 

repertoires used by this community of specialist users. A 

range of ways of talking about music is discussed, derived 

from a Discourse Analytic approach. The repertoires are 

adopted throughout the community and no repertoire is 

exclusive to one type of stakeholder. The varying dis-

courses represent different ways of constructing reality 

and reveal important factors which may contribute to the 

design of music information retrieval systems for the pur-

pose of music synchronisation. 

Publications discussing qualitative research of user in-

formation needs traditionally bemoan the fact that there is 

little work in this area. However awareness of user needs 

and behaviour keeps users on the ISMIR radar, even 

though they are not usually the focus of reported research. 

Generally focus is on tagging and certain aspects of eval-

uation, such as ground truth and playlist evaluation. How-

ever in [3] the word „user‟ does not appear in any top ten 

lists for ISMIR paper titles over the ten years of the con-

ference, nor, indeed, in the top 20 bi-grams from titles 

and abstracts. Nevertheless, applying „music information 

need‟ or „user behaviour‟ as a query to the ISMIR Cloud 

Browser [4] does generate a range of relevant work focus-

ing on user information needs such as [5,6,7]. This paper 

is situated within the user information needs paradigm 

and reflects the call at ISMIR 2009 [8] for the community 

to meet a number of challenges, the first identified being 

“ISMIR needs to more actively encourage the participa-

tion of potential users of music-IR systems.” [8] 

The next section introduces and describes the metho-

dology. This is followed by a summary of the findings 

and some examples of the coding and analytic process. In 

the final section the implications of the use of these reper-

toires are discussed, applying them to a theoretical model, 
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and suggestions are made as to how this work may be re-

levant to the music information retrieval community. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

In Discourse Analysis (DA), language is seen to construct 

reality, rather than simply reflect and describe it [9]. 

There are numerous methodologies under the DA umbrel-

la, which vary widely in the amount of detail in which 

they look at the texts being considered [10]. Texts may be 

any written or spoken form of interaction, including inter-

views and other documents which are related to the sub-

ject in question. The linguistic approach identifies pauses 

and hesitations and detailed lexicographic units, while the 

social psychology approach, used here, seeks to identify 

attitudes, beliefs and attributions [9].  Interpretive reper-

toires are described as “a lexicon or register of terms and 

metaphors drawn upon to characterize and evaluate ac-

tions and events” [9:138]. Although there is no „recipe‟ 

[11] for identifying interpretive repertoires [12] there is a 

developing DA literature in the library and information 

studies and human computer interaction domains [13-18].  

Since October 2007, 23 professionals directly involved 

in searching for music to accompany moving images have 

taken part in semi-structured interviews. Seven people 

were observed while making relevance judgments, three 

of whom had previously been interviewed [19]. The sam-

ple was derived using snowball sampling [20], where 

each participant in the research recommended a small 

number of people to approach for the next interview. This 

method allows access to previously hidden communities 

and distances the sample from the researcher‟s precon-

ceived ideas of who may be relevant. All participants 

were provided with an explanatory statement detailing 

and contextualizing the research project and gave in-

formed consent. Interviews and observations lasted up to 

one hour, were recorded digitally and transcribed using 

MS Word. The transcriptions were then imported into 

NVivo software [21] and coded manually by the corres-

ponding author, ensuring consistency. 

The objective of the analysis was to identify interpre-

tive repertoires within the interview and observation texts, 

highlighting the ways in which this community of varied-

interest stakeholders talk about music. Interpretive reper-

toires are drawn from and used by a wide community of 

interest. One viewpoint of DA is that no one participant 

will be consistent in their talk, and the researcher is likely 

to find consistencies and variability not only between 

texts, which may be expected, but also within them. These 

consistencies and contradictions are drawn from a variety 

of repertoires which represent different ways of thinking 

about something [11,12], in this case, music. All of the 

participants are talking about searching for music in large 

collections and using music with moving images. Howev-

er some of them are rights holders and their intermedia-

ries (Owners) while others are music supervisors and film 

makers (Users). Each group draws from the other‟s reper-

toires in their music talk. Analyzing these repertoires in 

detail should identify more than one way of talking about 

music, informing work on meaning making in creative 

music search. 

For the purposes of analysis there were two iterations 

of coding. On the first pass examples of „talk about mu-

sic‟ were identified. These were marked up using the cod-

ing facility in NVivo. This enables the researcher to tag 

highlighted text elements with bespoke codes and then 

extract, sort and analyse data tagged under specific codes 

in order to spot patterns, word and tag frequencies etc.. 

All the sections of text coded as „talk about music‟ were 

then examined to determine how music was being de-

scribed. Previous work had identified two broad groups of 

facets used in sync search engines [2] and user sync que-

ries [22]: Bibliographic (content-based) and Descriptive 

(contextual). These facets were used as a starting point for 

the coding. There seemed to be more of a focus on Bibli-

ographic data (eg Artist, Title) in the Owners‟ search en-

gines while the Users‟ queries were more based on De-

scriptive language (eg Mood, Novelty).  

3. IDENTIFIED REPERTOIRES 

The language within each „talk about music‟ section was 

carefully considered. This close reading of the transcrip-

tions brought to light ways of talking about music that did 

not fit into either Bibliographic or Descriptive talk. It was 

found that a total of four types of language were consis-

tently employed. These were identified by contradictions 

within or between texts or signalled by regularly-arising 

metaphors or phrases. Contradictions can be resolved by 

acknowledging a participant is switching repertoire and 

acknowledging the existence of more than one point of 

view. It is widely agreed in DA that this is a strong indi-

cation of interpretive repertoires. The words and phrases 

were divided into categories based on their themes, and 

coded within the interview texts (Table 1). Each theme, or 

repertoire, positions music differently in a users‟ world 

view. These are presented below as four interpretive re-

pertoires, which have been named the Musical Repertoire, 

the Business Repertoire, the Soundtrack Repertoire and 

the Culture Repertoire. 

3.1 The Musical Repertoire 

In this repertoire, music is an asset which is created and 

has identifiable characteristics. The repertoire is identi-

fied by the appearance of bibliographic musical keywords 

(Table 1) , such as „artist‟, „title‟, „instrumental‟, „lyrics‟. 

These familiar facets are commonly used to identify a 

piece of music. However, they relate more to how the 

Owners identify the music in their catalogues than how 

the musical elements are matched to a visual. Referring to 

an analysis of the Owners‟ bespoke search engines [2] 

these facets identify a recording or a composition and 
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help to isolate it within a large catalogue of recordings or 

compositions. The record companies and music publish-

ers responsible for curating commercial music catalogues 

and exploiting recordings and compositions use these 

„traditional‟ musical library facets when organizing their 

materials.  

3.2 The Business Repertoire 

In the Business Repertoire, music is a large collection of 

recordings which are marketable, contractual and nego-

tiable and have monetary value to the Owner. There are a 

number of facets relating to music talk that are not imme-

diately obviously musical, but they are important in ex-

ploitation terms nonetheless. These criteria are more con-

cerned with business issues relating to signing, exploiting, 

and licensing music and include such keywords as “li-

cense” and “clearance”‟. They also employ the words 

used to sell the music to consumers, such as “brand new”, 

and “cool”. The size of a catalogue is very important in 

this repertoire.  

There are frequent co-locations of physical metaphors 

when the Business Repertoire is used: “work with it”, “at 

the coalface”, “splattering”, “wall-to-wall”, “throw mu-

sic up against it”, “dig it out”, “churn up a ton of 

songs”, “trawl through a catalogue”. These physical me-

taphors indicate the way of thinking that music is a physi-

cal capital resource for the Owners and Users alike, and 

using it as such adds value to their commercial activities. 

3.3 The Soundtrack Repertoire 

Here, music is a mood enhancing ingredient inextricably 

linked to User‟s message being conveyed by moving im-

age to viewer / listener. This repertoire differs significant-

ly from the Musical Repertoire. In the Soundtrack Reper-

toire, music is „upbeat and quirky, with a bit of a build‟ 

as opposed to „uptempo and leftfield, with a crescendo‟. 

It is „recessive and background‟ rather than „acoustic 

with sparse instrumentation‟. This repertoire reflects the 

way in which the music functions when it is synchronized 

with the music, and the goal of the film maker in this 

process. It predominates in user queries [22] but also ap-

pears in interviews across the stakeholder spectrum. 

3.4 The Cultural Repertoire 

Finally, music is represented as being a subjective ap-

pealing distraction which is personal and emotive. The 

piece of film has a final audience, which also includes the 

participants in this process in their recreational lives con-

suming the media they are involved in creating. As recr-

eational consumers themselves they often bring less „pro-

fessional‟ music talk to these discussions, indicating they 

are enthusiastic fans of the cultures of music and film: 

These purely subjective evaluations of media content ap-

pear throughout the texts and are an important way of 

communicating the meaning and value of a piece of mu-

sic, film, or the combination of the two. It is marked by a 

frequent trope: „when it works, it works‟, „you just know‟, 

or „it‟s gut instinct‟. This phrase arises throughout the in-

terviews in response to the question „what makes a great 

sync?‟  

These repertoires are summarised in Table 1 (below) 

alongside examples of nouns, phrases and adjectives 

which help to identify the repertoire in the data: 

Repertoire Keywords 

Musical Repertoire:  

Music is an asset which is 

created, and has identifiable 

characteristics. 

Artist, song title, writer, 

year, album title, chart 

position, genre, key-

word, tempo, lyrics, 

mood, subject, vocal 

mix / instrumental 

Business Repertoire: 

Music is a large collection 

of recordings which are 

marketable, contractual and 

negotiable and have mone-

tary value to the Owner. 

Brand new, cool, big 

catalogue, comprehen-

sive, demographic, one 

stop, originating terri-

tory, physical 

Soundtrack Repertoire: 

Music is a mood enhancing 

ingredient inextricably 

linked to User‟s message 

being conveyed by moving 

image to viewer / listener. 

Effervescent, uplifting, 

recessive, theme, build, 

quirky, unexpected, fa-

miliar, theme, back-

ground, match the mu-

sic to the picture 

Cultural Repertoire: Mu-

sic is a subjective appealing 

distraction which is person-

al and emotive 

Like it, opinion, bril-

liant, great, hate it, it 

just works, gut feeling, 

instinct 

Table 1 Talk about music - interpretive repertoires 

4. REPERTOIRE ANALYSIS 

4.1 Extract 1 

An example of coded text can be seen in Appendix 8.1. It 

can be seen from this extract that the participant is using a 

range of approaches in her music talk. She is a synchroni-

sation manager in a music publishing company (Owner) 

and her role is to secure syncs for the music in the cata-

logue she represents. Her answer to the question: 

“How do you then match those to the briefs that you 

are sent and how do you promote them to to your po-

tential clients?” 

incorporates all four repertoires, which in the extract are 

tagged as <MR> (Musical Repertoire), <BR> (Business 

Repertoire, <SR> (Soundtrack Repertoire) and <CR> 

(Cultural Repertoire). (The colour coding used in NVivo 

has been translated in this paper into XML-type codes for 

ease of explanation and reproduction). In the BR firstly 

she identifies her business resource, the physical “dedi-

cated music server”, which contains a database of her col-

lection, which is “quick” and efficient (“the most opti-

mum way”) and refers to the physical acts of making cds 

and putting mp3s on an ftp site.  

She switches to SR, using the film makers‟ special lan-

guage of “briefs”, “visuals”, “matching the music to pic-

ture” and “marry it up”. Although it is not specifically her 

role to match the music to the moving image it is fre-

quently described by participants as their preferred way of 

determining relevance. Incorporating this SR act in her 

discourse indicates an understanding of “the other side”, 
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their way of thinking and working. Indeed she has work 

experience in the film world and is therefore in a position 

to adopt repertoires representing different interests.  

The CR is clearly identifiable through the use of the 

subjective opinion-oriented comments of “I think…” 

(“…are going to work / fit / appropriate”). This repertoire 

presents the idea that the „fit‟ between music and film is 

very subjective, and allows the User to make the final de-

cision. Forcing a piece of music on a User (“this is the 

one for you”) arises throughout the interviews as a bad 

approach, whereas a subtle negotiation approach or “let-

ting the user decide / discover” is preferred. The CR al-

lows this deference without devaluing the knowledge and 

expertise of speaker and puts them in a safe position if the 

final choice is not successful or popular, distancing them 

from unpopular decisions. 

The participant‟s use of MR in this section discusses 

the key elements of the musical content of specific 

“songs”, including lyrics (“words”), genres (“rock”, 

“pop”) and instrumentation (“acoustic instrumentals”). 

Unsurprisingly these facets appear throughout the texts 

and are used widely by the participants. Technical musi-

cal terms, however, such as melody, harmony, key, or 

rhythm are rarely mentioned. The MR is more focused on 

higher level bibliographic metadata than technical musi-

cal content. This widespread use of layman‟s musical lan-

guage enables easy communication between all parties 

and stakeholders regardless of their musical expertise. It 

consists of easily identified facets which are used to or-

ganize rights holders‟ collections rather than more tech-

nical film or musical terms used in the SR, or the market-

ing-based language of the BR. 

4.2 Extract 2 

Here (Appendix 8.2) a different participant (019SYN) 

discusses ”What makes a great sync”. He draws from the 

CR and BR in his answer, switching quickly from one to 

the other. Although he appears to believe that a “great 

sync” is one that “works perfectly with that film” he fully 

acknowledges that there are other factors which come into 

play from the BR, including “cost”, “politics”, “the PR 

and the story”. Again, combining these repertoires justi-

fies and explains self-contradiction and acknowledges the 

wide variety of factors that impact on the choice of music 

in this process. Although he initially aligns himself with 

the CR, presenting the BR as an unpleasant but necessary 

fact of life, he reinforces his professional standing by ac-

knowledging the importance of market-based factors to 

successful synchronisation. 

5. DISCUSSION 

5.1 Meaning-making 

These repertoires combine dynamically to determine mus-

ical meaning within this community. Music for synchroni-

sation is not purely an abstract art form. It has commercial 

value, and can be bought and sold, negotiated and 

cleared; it has physicality, weight and volume; it is an 

identifiable unique item in a large collection or an 

amorphous mass of a collection itself; it is defined by the 

factors around its creation, the artist, the date, or it is de-

fined by its effect on the mood or even purchasing activity 

of the listener / viewer; it is personal and subjective or it 

is a perfect match.  

Although there is often some emphasis on one or 

another of the repertoires, each of the participants ac-

knowledges this range of meanings in their music talk. 

These repertoires can be used to identify their Codes 

(ways of looking at music) and Competences (ways of 

looking at the world) [23]. Indeed, Owner Codes mainly 

draw from MR, User Codes from SR while Owner Com-

petences relate more closely to BR and User Compe-

tences to CR (see Fig 1, below). 
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Figure 1 Repertoires as Codes and Competences 

(adapted from [23]) 

The model in Figure 1 is adapted from [24], suggesting 

that the meaning making process in music synchronisation 

is a dynamic feedback loop between the Owner and the 

User. The Owners and Users draw from their own and 

shared Codes and Competences in determining and com-

municating musical meaning. The results of the DA re-

ported here reinforce the Codes and Competences aspect 

of the model. The intention is to investigate the Encoding 

/ Decoding process in future analyses. 

5.2 Music Information Retrieval  

The value of this work to the wider discipline of Music 

Information Retrieval is twofold. Firstly, the rich and de-

tailed insights into the Repertoires employed within this 

community of users offered by the analysis indicate a 

wide variety of ways of thinking about music. In terms of 

tool and, ultimately, system design, recognizing that mu-

sic is a multi-variate concept with conflicting features (it 

is abstract and concrete, it is objective and subjective and 

it can be used as part of a multi-media construct while 

standing alone) is key to successfully meeting user infor-

mation needs. For example, if these ideas were incorpo-

rated in the design of a system to find music for sync then 

the music would not only be described using bibliograph-

ic metadata (MR) but would incorporate facets from all of 

the repertoires. It would allow a user to search databases 

for a selection of thirty second sections of tracks which 

are popular with a specific target audience (BR), which 

have not been used in advertising (SR), have a build (SR), 

no vocal (or a vocal with a specific lyric which is relevant 

to the commercial‟s message) (MR), specific instruments 
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and feels (MR), price ranges and ease of approval (BR), 

and is of a style which is preferred by the stakeholders 

(CR). Much of the BR information can be found in the 

royalties and business affairs services in Owners systems 

and attempts are being made by some corporations to in-

corporate this into their search applications. Automated 

content-based tools such as „crescendo detectors‟ or „tim-

bre identifiers‟ would be of use for SR and MR, while au-

totagging and playlist-building reflect CR. A holistic ap-

proach can only benefit industry and the research com-

munity.  

Secondly, the dynamic element of this process reminds 

us that meaning is not static but relates both to content 

and to ever-changing context. This constant flux means 

that any research is purely a snapshot of ways of thinking 

and talking about music. As the digital information socie-

ty develops and music becomes all-pervasive, users and 

systems become more sophisticated. As the music indus-

try‟s relationship with music is forced by this develop-

ment to change then the Codes and Competences made 

apparent by this analysis are equally likely to develop and 

change. 

6. CONCLUSION 

There are appearances through the texts of four reper-

toires. Music appears to have many forms, which are all 

considered by all of the participants. Although at first 

glance it may appear that one group of people (the Own-

ers) thinks one way while another (the Users) think anoth-

er, this is not the case. Indeed their views are often simi-

lar. The ways of thinking about music in this community 

are more complex. There is certainly some value in ana-

lyzing the texts for their surface content - indeed this is an 

useful way to determine key themes and for the researcher 

to get an initial understanding of the dynamics of a multi-

stakeholder information communications process [1]. 

However, although it is time-consuming, applying DA to 

these texts has revealed patterns that were not already 

clear, given this analysis deeper insight into meaning 

making within this community and allowed some testing 

of the theoretical model [24]. 
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8. APPENDICES 

8.1 Extract 1 

In this interview extract (001SYN) it can be seen how the 

participant, who works for a rights holder, uses a range of 

repertoires to make a decision on the relevant piece of 

music. Each repertoire example is marked in <>: 

Question: How do you then match those to the briefs that 

you are sent and how do you promote them to to your po-

tential clients? 

Answer: <BR>I have all our music on a dedicated music 

server</BR><SR> so I will get a brief in and quite often 

I‟ll actually get the visual in as well so if I have the visual 

up on screen</SR><BR> I‟ll bring up my music data-

base </BR><SR>[the visual?]. The visual of the ad, for 

instance, they‟ll send me the visual of the ad, so I‟ve got 

the 60 second or the 30 second ad in front of me which 

really helps, because it‟s very different reading a brief 

and actually seeing how they shoot it. So I‟ll see it 

</SR><BR>then I‟ll bring up my music database and 

the</BR><MR> songs</MR> that <CR>I think 

work</CR> <BR>I‟ll pick up</BR> and <MR>I‟ll play 

the sections of the song</MR> that <CR>I think are 

going to fit</CR>. <SR>I‟ll match the music to the pic-

ture. I‟ll marry it up and see if it works or 

not.</SR><BR> That‟s the most optimum way of doing 

it </BR><SR>if you get the actual visual in. if I get the 

script then I‟ll look at the script, </SR><MR>I‟ll see if 

sometimes they‟ll have a keyword search sometimes they 

want words say sunshine in it, so I‟ll look at <BR>all our 

songs</BR> you know which songs have the word sun-

shine in </MR>and then <SR>match see </SR><BR>if 

pitch those </BR><CR>see if those work</CR>. 

<MR>Or there‟ll be a genre, what kind of style, you 

know they‟ll say „no rock, no pop, we just want purely 

acoustic instrumentals‟ anything like that, so I‟ll go 

through the all the instrumentals that I have in that genre 

and listen to those</MR><BR> and pitch 

</BR><CR>what I think‟s appropriate.</CR> 

<BR>Nowadays I have to say, I used to make up cds and 

send them out but because of the fast turnaround I email 

mp3s, or I put them onto an ftp site and I say „here [indis-

tinct] here‟s [indistinct] package you know download 

these,</BR><CR> these are the songs that I think are 

going to work for you</CR>.<BR> And that‟s how I get 

them out there. Because it‟s much quicker now to do that, 

much.</BR> 

8.2 Extract 2 

This example, features a freelance creative music searcher 

employed by ad agencies: 

Question: ok. Last one. What makes a great sync? 

Answer: Good question, what makes a great sync? 

<BR>I think the most important thing for me is not to 

compromise.<BR><CR> It has to be the best piece of 

music for that film.</CR><BR>.And away from all the 

other factors around it, ie cost, politics, all those things 

that come into it,<CR> it has to have that feeling</CR> 

that no matter where this piece of music has come from, 

no matter how much it costs, no matter who owns it, and 

who‟s getting the money,</BR> <CR>it is the right piece 

for this film. That‟s the essence, I 

feel.</CR><BR>Beyond that, I think, other things on top 

of the sync, beyond the sync, can make it a great thing, I 

mean the PR and the story. If it‟s a band that have been 

launched off the back of an amazing spot I think that can 
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also be really exciting, but that‟s just an added extra. 

</BR><CR>I think it‟s just how that piece of music 

works perfectly with that film. ..  yes.</CR> 
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